Are you our next
No Such Intern?

No Such Ventures is seeking a self-motivated,
down-to-earth and original Intern to join its
Investment Team and to disrupt the VC industry.

No Such Intern

Learn a ton about high-growth
companies and about investing in them. Get maximum
exposure to entrepreneurs
and their business models.
Help us become the VC that
we want to be, by:

• Attending meetings with prospective portfolio companies and
community events;
• Analyzing investment opportunities by talking to relevant experts
and performing own desk research
(e.g. compiling competitor
reviews, market data, product
demos, etc.);
• Helping the rest of the team with
projects related to our portfolio
companies;
• Helping us improve our own operations and processes;
• Performing a deep-dive into certain technology areas and markets;
• Voicing your opinion, as ideas
matter; titles or positions do not.

You have:

• A will to win
• An opinion, yet you are coachable
• Friends, which call you a team player. The same friends, that you’ll ask
for a favor when analyzing the very
market they’re specialized in
• The ability to listen effectively and to
analyze people
• No love lost to analyzing some
numbers
• An unpretentious and fun attitude
• An entrepreneurial mindset and eagerness to work in the VC industry

And:

• A Bachelor’s or Master’s degree;
• Relevant experience through
previous internship(s) (e.g. venture
capital, private equity, M&A, entrepreneurship, consulting, transaction
services); and
• Fluency in English; Dutch is a pre.

You get:

• Exposure and experience working in
a VC, which also is a startup (double
whammy);

• A competitive and enjoyable working environment with fun and
high-performing colleagues;
• A chance to work with exceptional entrepreneurs;
• The opportunity to board our
pirate ship and help us find the
treasure island ;)

Role:
Start:
Location:
Duration:

No Such Intern
September ‘22
Amsterdam
4-6 months

No Such Ventures (“NSV”) is
a European investment firm
focused on growth stage
companies, currently investing
tickets of € 2m to € 8m.
We love startups and scaleups.
Successful ones are run by ambitious
entrepreneurs, not afraid of what others
think, creating their own pathways.
That’s what we like to do as well. So,
what better way than to work with
and partner up with such types of
companies? Trying to be the worthwhile
venture capitalist to them.
Individually, everyone brings something
to the table, through different
experiences and viewpoints. Collectively,
we are a focused, collegiate team, with
the will to win, while prioritizing fun at
the same time.
Applications to be sent to:
roel@nosuchventures.com
Please include your CV and motivation,
feel free to surprise us!

OUR WHY

Connecting people to
grow together
in dedicated missions and unconventional ideas.
Sometimes get the feeling that
most investment firms look
alike?

As we’re trying to redefine venture capital, we need
people onboard that are curious and don’t think in
terms of limits.

Same inflexible fund structure,
standard way of communicating
and “spray and pray” tactics?
We do. Constantly.

So, you can find us:
• Constantly thinking of and trying to adapt ourselves to
be(come) the ideal VC experience.
• Prioritizing unique dealflow, accessed not only through our
own personal networks and industry knowledge, but also
through the networks of our own active investors of
entrepreneurs and experts, which are well and truly part of
No Such Ventures.
• Investing on a highly selective basis, as we believe that
everything which benefits from attention, grows. There-fore,
we have set up a framework to support strong company
growth, while also having the network to help with business
introductions, finding recruitment candi- dates, locating
befriended domain experts to help, etc.
• Operating based on these values:
• We act upon first principles, never ‘just’ follow the
herd
• Fast is better than slow
• We love transparency, not wasting each other's precious
time

Therefore, we think investing
should be done differently:
• Investing through a flexible dealby-deal structure, instead of a rigid,
old-school fund.
• Investing with the money of active
investors, who can truly help, instead
of with money from passive, asset
management investors.
• An entrepreneurial approach towards
investing, not believing in fund criteria, allowing us to freely invest with
regards to type of shares, without
min. or max. % of shares, nor a
particular sector or geography. Great
companies and investments don’t fall
into a predetermined, one-size-fits-all
bucket.
• Making concentrated bets, instead of
using the “spray and pray” approach,
which results in a lower investments
/ NSV team members ratio and more
value add towards the companies.

We aim to invest €2m to € 8m in ambitious
companies, to which we are the right partner, as
we’re no bag of anonymous money.
Our active investments include StrateX, Trustoo, Rodeo, E.A.Z.
Wind, Exasun, Goboony, and blackbear in The Netherlands,
Vendora in Greece, and Vromo in Ireland. Our first investment
in 24i has been successfully exited, creating a strong
fundament to build on.

StrateX is a workforce management consultancy
and software provider for SMEs up to large
enterprises, helping to predict, match, plan, and
report workforce capacity and demand.
Trustoo is a marketplace connecting clients
looking for any type of professional services
to any service provider in their surroundings.
Vromo builds delivery optimization software
which enables restaurants to perform delivery in
a more cost-effective way
Rodeo develops project management software
with a distinctive UI and UX design for the
creative industry.
Vendora has developed an horizontal classifieds
marketplace in Greece connecting buyers and
sellers in a seamless way.
Exasun produces a solar roof, innovatively merging
a roof tile and solar panel into one, making houses
energy efficient in an aesthetic way.
E.A.Z. builds 15-meter-tall windmills, superior in
terms of reliability, cost, and performance, to
make farmers independent of the grid
Goboony is a peer-to-peer motorhome rental
marketplace with the most complete and userfriendly offering, active in six European countries
blackbear is a software-enabled marketplace
matching “solvers” to companies to help them
solve their (short-term and paid) challenges

